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STELLA 600 BURNER AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC OUTDOOR GAS BURNER
Gas Technology

NATURAL GAS OR LPG
A gas fireplace, versatile in its fuel options, can 
operate on either LPG or natural gas, offering 

a consistent fuel supply, making it a reliable 
heat source. The flexibility in fuel types allows 
users to choose the most accessible and cost-

effective option for their needs.

WALL SWITCH CONTROL PANEL
Install the dedicated control panel on a wall 
near the fireplace so you can always easily 
regulate the fire.

REMOTE CONTROL
Control the fire with the remote, app on your 

smartphone or a home automation system.

BUILT TO LAST!
Stella burner is made with the finest quality 
components, ensuring durability and performance 
in any outdoor setting. It's waterproof, robust, and 
built to withstand severe weather conditions.

AUTOMATIC GAS TECHNOLOGY
Stella offers a hassle-free experience. With just a push of 
a button, you can ignite the fireplace, instantly creating 
a cozy atmosphere in any outdoor setting. The design 
includes safety features like automatic shut-off and precise 
temperature control, making it a safe and efficient choice.

STAR-SHAPED BURNER FOR CUSTOM DESIGNS
Stella, with the star-shaped burner, allows the flames to 

spread evenly across the burner, creating an enchanting 
visual effect. Simply insert the burner in a custom surrounding 

that you like and enjoy the most elegant fire decoration. 
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Stella 600 Burner Automatic
(Gas Technology)
Fuel type Natural Gas / LPG

Heat output (NG) max. 9.5 kW
(LPG) max. 10.0 kW

Gas consumption (NG) max. 0.85 m³/h
(LPG) max. 0.78 kg/h

Gas pressure (NG) 20 mbar
(LPG) 37 mbar

Total gas hose length 4 meters (measured from valve to pressure regulator)

Power supply
remote: 2x 1.5V AAA batteries
receiver: 4x 1.5V AA 
Wi-Fi: 6V DC

Flue not required

Flame height regulation yes

Materials steel, tempered glass

Decorative accessories black glass gravel

Application for outdoor use

CONTROL OPTIONS

included compatibleoptional

'PLANIKA GAS CONTROL' APP
Control the fire with your smartphone!
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